The use of two digital impression STL files to simplify the single-visit CAD/CAM workflow for multiple ceramic restorations: A case study

Introduction

The influence of digital dentistry reaches beyond clinical treatment to the patient as a consumer of our service. The “Age of the Internet” has brought an increased demand for instant results and an evolved element of impatience for the practitioner to manage. Any patient’s targeted online search will inform him or her that CAD/CAM dentistry may provide a single-visit solution to the traditional multiple visit process,1 which is many times coupled with seductive digital proposals.

The multiple visit norm with provisional restorations may induce limitations of function, comfort and perhaps a less than optimal appearance for weeks. The single-visit solution can eliminate many of the steps that dissuade the patient from committing to treatment.

Patient selection for single-visit milled restorations in the anterior sextant

Furthermore, when elective treatment is sought primarily to make an appearance related change in the esthetic zone, traditionally the laboratory technician has no in-person contact with the patient. The following patient treatment example offers a rationale and method to provide anterior milled ceramic restorations in a single visit. The emphasis will be on using a dual STL file method for an efficient workflow and restoration accuracy.

Patient selection may be the most critical element in providing four or more single-visit milled ceramic restorations in the esthetic zone. When selecting a patient, a match between the dentist’s esthetic evaluation and the patient’s expectations is the primary
factor to consider (Fig. 1). Secondly, the patient must have the stamina to partner in what may become a five-hour creative process.

In this single case, the 70-year-old female patient presented with concerns about her maxillary anterior teeth #6–10. Specifically, she did not like the overall color, form and spaces between the teeth where the papillae had receded. Considering the health of the periodontium, there was no evidence of active disease and no patient awareness or concerns about the asymmetry in the position of the gingival margins.

However, in the esthetic zone there did exist generalized, mild loss of interdental papillae, multiple failing and/or unesthetic composite restorations, wear and stains (Fig. 2). The evaluation of the clinical and radiographic size of these restorations reinforced the plan for complete coverage restorations (Fig. 3). These observations were in line with the patient’s concerns. Clinical findings and proposed treatment options were discussed and digitally illustrated. The patient agreed to restore teeth #6–10 with full contour crowns (Fig. 4).

**Treatment considerations and digital workflow**

When beginning the single-visit CAD/CAM procedure for multiple restorations, an organized workflow will reduce treatment time and increase the patient’s satisfaction with the experience. An intimate knowledge of the intraoral scanner, design software and mill capabilities is required. A pre-treatment scan of the existing teeth and/or a diagnostic wax-up (analog or digital) will save time in the design phase (Fig. 5).

In this case, the large composite resin restorations on the facial cervical surface of #6–10 were supragingival, and there was no visible sign of recurrent caries extending beneath the gingival crest to necessitate the placement of preparation margins deep within the sulcus.
Margins placed deeply subgingival are not only an inflammatory irritant to the attachment apparatus but are difficult to scan due to both fluid and tissue deflection issues (Fig. 6). When the practitioner presents the option of expedience made possible by CAD/CAM technology, it is difficult to predict or acknowledge possible complications in tooth preparation due to factors such as tooth position and variation in normal dental anatomy.

From experience, STL files can be a challenge to accurately acquire and may lose accuracy with increasing file size in some cases. Therefore, to increase acquisition of accurate scan data, prevent possible scan complications and shorten the treatment time, the five restorations would be divided and produced from two smaller files (Figs. 7a, 7b).

Specifically, teeth #7–10 will be scanned, and #7 will be designed and milled followed by teeth #8–10 (Figs. 8a, 8b). The normally idle milling time was used to prepare tooth #6 and then scan this preparation with the milled #7 in place for an accurate contact and design landmark. The possibility of achieving a good quality clinical outcome with a single scan and design of all five teeth simultaneously could certainly have produced clinically acceptable result, but it would be less productive in terms of time management and without the improved accuracy.

Tooth preparation design will influence whether the block is milled more quickly on a "standard" setting vs. on a "detailed" setting (Figs. 9a, 9b). Accordingly, teeth should be prepared with scanning in mind and design should be completed with milling in mind: We scan to provide data for an accurate design, and we design the proposals to maximize the parameters of the mill’s abilities. Anterior tooth preparations with incisal area dimensions smaller than the mill’s...
cutting instruments may become excoriated beyond the intended design parameters. The consequence is compromised internal adaption thereby decreasing prosthesis thickness, retention and esthetics due to preparation show-through.

As each restoration finished milling, the contact areas and occlusal function were adjusted and evaluated in the patient’s mouth. The patient had communicated her desire for minimal tooth characterization. Therefore, a limited amount of cervical, body and incisal characterization with subtle surface texture was employed prior to the crystallization and glazing cycle. The insertion protocol called for treating the lithium disilicate restoration with combined acid etch and ceramic primer.5 The tooth preparations were conditioned with a one-step etch and prime formulation. The restorations were inserted one at a time with a dual-cure translucent resin cement (Fig.10).

Summary

There are many factors that can influence the patient’s treatment, chair time and experience with single-visit CAD/CAM restorations. In this particular patient example, the workflow was made most efficient by preparing the four maxillary incisors and scanning them as a single file followed by the preparation and scanning of the single cuspid.

The patient’s ultimate satisfaction was ensured through the copious pre-treatment gathering and analysis of clinical information.

An understanding and strict adherence to the protocols for acquiring scan data and mill performance eliminated interruptions in the digital workflow. Future case controlled studies might investigate the added accuracy and patient satisfaction using a two-file method._
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